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and their Ways," by Sir Samuel White Baker, author of "I Albert
Nyanza," etc.; "Physical and Political School Atlas," consisting
of 80 maps and complete index, by J. G. Bartholomew; Behaghel's
"' The German Language," translated and adapted for the use of
English schools by Emil Trechmann; "An Elementary Geography
of India, Burma, and Ceylon," by H. F. Blanford, late meteorological reporter to the Government of India; "A Manual of Public
Health," by A. Wynter Blyth, author of "A Dictionary of Hygiene
and Public Health;" "I Croonian Lectures, On the Connexion between Chemical Constitution and Physiological Action, being an
Introduction to Modern Therapeutics," by T. Lauder Brunton,
author of "A Text-Book of Pharmacology, Therapeutics," etc.;
"The Oxford Movement," by R. W. Church, dean of St. Paul's;
"Elementary Manual of Applied Mechanics," by Professor J. H.
Cotterill and J. H. Slade; "Handbook of Field and General
Ornithology," a manual of the structure and classification o£ birds,
with instructions for collecting and preserving specimens, by Professor Elliott Coues; " Maps and Map Drawing," by William A.
Elderton; " Elements of Physics for Public Schools," by C. Fessenden, High School, Napanee, Ontario, Canada; "A Text-Book
of Physiology," by Michael Foster; " Class Book of Geology," by
Archibald Geikie; "A Short Manual of Philology for Classical
Students," by P. Giles; " The Geometry of Position," by Robert
H. Graham, author of " Graphic and Analytical Statics; "Electricity and Magnetism," by A. Guillemin, translated and edited by
Professor Silvanus Thompson; " Text-Book of Pathology," by D.
J. Hatnilton; "1 The Elements of Solid Geometry," by. R. Baldwin
Hayward; "- Mixed Metals and Metallic Alloys," by Arthur H.
Hiorns, author of "Practical Metallurgy and Assaying," "Elementary Metallurgy," " Iron and Steel Manufacture," etc.; "Sound,
Light, and Heat: An Elementary Text-Book," by D. E. Jones,
author of "Examples in Physics," etc.; "'The Book of the 45
Mornings," by Rudyard Kiplinig, author's edition; " Text-Book of
Comparative Anatomy," by Dr. Arnold Lang, professor of zo6logy

in the University of Zurich, translated by Henry M. Bernard and
Matilda Bernard; "Euclid for Beginners," being an introduction
to the existing text-books, by the Rev. J. B. Lock; Lock and
Scott's American edition of the "Arithmetic for Schools;" "From
Charing Cross to St. Paul's," by Justin McCarthy; "The Greek
World under Roman Sway," forming a sequel to " Greek Life and
Thought," and "A History of Greek Literature," by Rev. J. P.
Mahaffy; "Manual of Logarithms," by G. F. Mattbews; "History of Chemistry," by Professor Ernst von Meyer, translated by
Dr. George McGowan; " Story of the Greek Tragedians," by Dr.
Munk, translated by A. W. Verrall; " Outlines of Genieral Chemistry," by Professor Ostwald, translated by Dr. James Walker;
" Lessons in Elementary Biology," by T. Jeffery Parker; " Chronological Outlines of English Literature," by F. Ryland; "The
Fossil Insects of North America," by Dr. Samuel H. Scudder; " Dr.
Schliemann's Excavations at Troy, Tiryns, Mycense, Orchomenos,
Ithaca, presented in the Light of Recent Knowledge," by Dr. Carl
Shuchhardt, translated by Miss Eugenie Sellers; "The Myology
of the Raven (Cormus corax Sinuatus): A Guide to the Study of
the Muscular System in Birds," by R. W. Shufeldt; " Elements of
Politics," by Henry Sidgwick; "A Geography of Europe," by
James Sime; " A Hand-Book of Phonetics," by Miss Soames;
"Practical Physics," Vol. III. "Optics, Heat, and Sound," by
Balfour Stewart and W. W. H. Gee; " The Royal House of
Stuart, illustrated by a Series of Forty Plates in Colors, drawn
from the Relics of the Stuarts," by William Gibb, with an introduction and notes by John Skelton; "Analysis of English History," based on Green's "S hort History of the English People,"
by C. W. A. Tait; " The Histories," edited with introduction and
commentary, by the Rev. W. A. Spooner, M.A.; and "A System
of Siglht-Singing from the Established Musical Notation," based on
the principle of tonic relation, and illustrated by extracts from
the works of the great masters, by Sedley Taylor, author of " Sound
and Music," etc.

A New Method of Treating Disease.
HOSPITAL REMEDIES.

IMPROVED OIL LIGHT

What are they ? There is a new departure in

the treatment of disease. It consists in the
collection of the specifics used by nioted special.
ists of Europe and America, and bringing them
Also Lime and Electric Light Apparatus, and within the reach of all. For instance, the treatpursued by special physicians who treat
mechanical, plain, and fine colored views. ment
indigestion, stomach and liver troubles only,
J. B. COLT & CO., Manufacturers,
was obtained and prepared. The treatment of
other physicians'celebrated for curing catarrh
No 16 BEEKMAN STREET, NEw YORK.
was procured, and so on till these incomparable
cures now include disease of the lungs, kidneys,
female weakness, rheumatism and nervous de-
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In dyspepsia the stomach
fails to assimilate the food. The
Acid Phlosphate assists the
weakened gtomach, making the
process of digestion natural and
easy.

bility.
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OUR 100 PP. CATALOGUE OF';MINERALS.
Illustrated with 57 cuts, and containing (a) Scientiflc Papers and Notes, 41 pp.; (b) A Classified List
of
All Mineral Species, giving chemical composition
Dr. R. S. McComiB, Philadelphia, says:
and crystallographic form, 31 pp.; (c) An Alpha" Used it in nervous dyspepsia, with suc- betical Index of some 3,000 mineralogical namaes.
Paper-bound copies free to those mentioning this
cess. "
handsome cloth-bound copies, 25 cents,
Dr. W. S. LEONARD, Hinsdale, N. H., journal;
postpaid. GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Dealers in Minerals, 1512 Chestnut street, Philadelphia ; 739 & 741
says:
Broadway, New York.
" The best

remedy for dyspepsia that has

ever come under my notice."

Dr. T. H. ANDREWS, Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia, says:
" A wonderful remedy which gave me
most gratifying results in the worst forms of

dyspepsia. "
Descriptive pamphlet free.
Rumford Chemical Works, Provfdence, R. 1.

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.

Old and Rare Books.
Back numbers Atlantic, Century, Harper,
and Scribner, IO cents per copy, other magazines equally low. Sead for a catalogue.

A. S. CLARK,

Bookseller,
34 Park Row, New York City.

CAUTION.-Be sure the word "leors- BACK NUMBERS and complete sets of
leading Magfords" is printed on the label. All others B
azines. Rates low. SM. MAG. EXCHANGE.
are spurious. Never sold ik bulk.
Schoharie, N.Y/.

This new method of "one remedy for one
disease" must appeal to the common sense of
all sufferers, many of whom have experienced
the ill effects, ani thoroughly realize the absurdity of the claims of Patent Medicines which
are guaranteed to cure every ill out of a single
bottle, and the use of which, as statistics prove,
has ruined more stomachs than alcohol. A circular describing these new remedies is sent free
on receipt of stamp to pay postage by Hospital
Remedy Company, Toronto, Canada, sole proprietors.

OF WHAT USE IS THAT PLANT?
You can find the answer in

SX I T H ' S " DICTIONARY OF
ECONOMIC PLANTS."
Sent postaid

receipt of $2.80.
er's price, $3.50.
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Dr. Thomas in this work will reverse the usual
nihetod of dealing with prehistoric suxbjects : that is
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